Report on Fairy Day
Background
A Sompting Resident approached SBL to help create a day to raise awareness of the fairy tree in
Sompting. SBL saw this an opportunity to get residents onto the National Park.
SBL provided support for the resident, as well as arranging permissions and safety for/of the event.

Just like say a massive thank you to who organised
is fun-filled day me and my girls thoroughly
enjoyed ourselves
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Who came?
The resident arranged most of those attending. These included Blue Dawg, Forest Activities, Activ8,
as well as sponsorship from Gardner and Scardifield. SBL spoke to Sussex Toilets who provided 2
port-a-loos at a reduced cost.

Brilliant day had by adults
and children!
thank you
🌳
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Budget
Portaloos
Printing
Gifts
Pens (rock painting)
Refreshments
Event First aid kit
Total

£150
£46.85
£38.36
£40
£33.70
£55.08
£363.96
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Fairy Day

Thank you to all the organisers.
We had a fab time, although
we're all now exhausted!

Thanks to you all for a fantastic event. We had a great
time. Can’t wait for next year x

Massive thank you to all involved in organising such a
lovely community event today. The children were never
short of entertainment, we all got plenty of exercise,
met friends old and new and just had a thoroughly
lovely morning.
Feet up with a brew time for one and all me thinks.
#longlovethefairytree
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My two had an awesome time thank you so much lovely
popcorn with fairy dust yum and a picture with the
fairy's amazing along with loads of activities they did
thank you so much xxx brilliant event xx

Fantastic free event today thank you for organising. My
daughter Isla had so much fun!
☺️

Feedback
Feedback has been be extremely positive, and the organiser and other companies are planning for
next year and asked if we wish to be involved again.
Feedback from companies who attended has also be positive, Blue Dawg gave away 166 photos, and
believes that over 500 people attended the event,
SBL gave away over 200 wrist bands.

Thanks for a brilliant morning. We would love to go to
more events like this please! X

